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Abstract 

Alcoholism could be identified through analyzing electroencephalogram (EEG) 
signals. Yet, it is difficult to analyze with multi-channel EEG signal since it is 
frequently needing long time for execution and complex calculations. The presented 
paper proposed 13 optimal channel to feature extraction. Firstly, 1200 recordings 
of biomedical signals will be presented for extracting the sample entropy. Statistical 
analysis approach will be utilized for the purpose of choosing the best channels for 
identifying abnormalities in alcoholics. Secondly  four  classifiers are applied  at the 
decision level, Naïve Bayes, SVM, Logistic Regression, KNN, the accuracy was 
80.1%,92.5%, 73.7% and 90.3%Respectively, in this study the SVM classifier is more 
accuracy .  

Keyword : EEG signal, optimal channel, abnormalities in alcoholics, SVM 
classifier  

I.   Introduction 

Biometrics is the operation  of uniquely determined  individuals  depend on 
one or more physical, behavioral or cognitive characteristics[XVII]. 

Physiological biometrics is refer  to the physical characteristics of one or more body 
sections like  (iris , face, or hand geometry  but  behavioral biometrics using  
information extract  from person’s behavior, such as typing rhythm, gait and 
signature. Cognitive biometrics depend  on the outputs of the central and peripheral 
nervous systems, such as the electroencephalogram (EEG), electrocardiogram (ECG), 
and sudation patterns [V]. 

Various action types could impact an electrical action in the brain, such as fantasy, 
moving leg or arm, visualization, or just solving a problem. Electrodes placed over 
the scalp are used for the purpose of assessing the brain’s electrical activity.  
The signals of the brain could be acquired through the use of different methods. It 
could be classified as non-invasive and invasive method. A surgical intervention is 
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needed in the invasive approachto put the electrodes under the scalp. Because of 
medical hazards andresearchers have a tendency to avoid invasive method. While 
when using noninvasive method,    the electrodes  are placed on the scalp of human 
[II]. 
alcoholism the important of BCI application for medical lies detection/ prevention in 
the probable defeat of job and the reductionof attentiveness level caused by drinking 
alcohol and smoking,researcher try to exposed the upper reacting brain part to 
alcoholism[XVIII]. Alcoholism can be defined as a general neurological disease  
resulting from mutual impactof environment and genetic aspects. It not just loses the 
brain system but in addition, it might cause mobility andcognitive weakness[XIII] 
 

II.    Related work  
 

The authors of [XIX] proposed  when subjected to different action conditions, the 
controls and subjects  alcoholicsbased on cognitive demand, they encounter non-
matching delay task condition. The cognitive demand is reflected on the features of 
EEG. Signal source separate over a dense electrode system is implemented via the 
use of Independent Component Analysis (ICA) algorithm. [IX]suggested3 test 
situationsapplied with distinct classifiers. The first situation includes using raw datato 
be the feature set, the second situation, obtained the features following wavelet 
decomposition such asentropy, energy, inter-quartile range and median absolute 
deviation regarding allused sub bands. The lase situation includes using the raw data 
and derived characteristicsreferred to as hybrid feature set for classification.[VIII] 
The suggested approach to classify non-alcoholic and alcoholic individuals through 
the use of EEG signal include 3 main stages: filtering, high pass IIR filter with zero 
phase distortion is utilized,, feature extraction , reflection coefficients regarding 
filtered EEG signal will be extracted through the use of autocorrelation values in 
recursive fashion, are suggested as feature.   Classification , K nearest neighbor 
(KNN) classifier is utilized in leave one out cross validation approach. [III] the 
principle component analysis (PCA) is utilized for choosing the major information 
that carry the channels. Throughanalyzing various features from distinct frequency 
sub-bands, 6 discriminative features for classification have been selected. [XX]for the 
purpose of detecting brain abnormalities in automatic way.  used Wavelet Packet 
Decomposition (WPD) approach for extracting features, PCA for reducing 
dimensions, and Back Propagation NNenhanced with GA for classifying alcohol 
addiction. [XV]the records of EEG are usually disturbed through noise likeheartbeat, 
muscle movement and eye blinking. suggested , Independent Component Analysis 
(ICA), as noise removal, Stationary Wavelet Transform (SWT) as a feature extraction 
procedure and are categorized to 2categories, which are, alcoholism and normal 
through the use of Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN).[XIV]suggested a new 
relative wavelet bi-spectrum (RWB) method for EEG signal feature extraction 
approach in order to distinguish the signal between non-alcoholic and alcohol 
individuals. discrete wavelet transformation(DWT) is execution  substituting the FFT 
thatcommonly is utilized in calculating bi-spectrum. Utilizing cross validation, the 
highest results from RWB feature extraction approach with NN classifier 
reachedapproximately 90% rate of recognition. 
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III.   Proposed  approach 
 

Step 1:   Experimental data that is utilized in the presented study have been 
acquired from University of California, Irvine Knowledge Discovery in Data-bases 
Archive UCI KDD [IV]. The dataset have been collected from 122 individuals. All 
individuals completed 120 trials with 3 types of stimuli [XXIII]. The recordings taken 
from each individual consist of 61 channel EEG signals, 2 EOG channels and single 
reference electrode. Sampling rate regarding all channel data is 256 Hz, and duration 
regardingevery trial is single second. There are 3 datasets that arerespectively, 
SMNI_CMI_- TRAIN, SMNI_CMI_TEST and FULL. In the presented research, just 
the first 2 databases are utilizedsince FULL datasets consist ofa small number of all-
zero recordings [XXIV] 
SMNI_CMI_TRAIN include six hundred recorded files, with each recording consist 
of signals from 64 electrodes caps. The indices of 64 electrodes are “‘‘FP1’’, ‘‘FP2’’, 
‘‘F7’’, ‘‘F8’’, ‘‘AF1’’, ‘‘AF2’’, ‘‘FZ’’, ‘‘F4’’, ‘‘F3’’, ‘‘FC6’’, ‘‘FC5’’, ‘‘FC2’’, 
‘‘FC1’’, ‘‘T8’’, ‘‘T7’’, ‘‘CZ’’, ‘‘C3’’, ‘‘C4’’, ‘‘CP5’’, ‘‘CP6’’, ‘‘CP1’’, ‘‘CP2’’, 
‘‘P3’’, ‘‘P4’’, ‘‘PZ’’, ‘‘P8’’, ‘‘P7’’, ‘‘PO2’’, ‘‘PO1’’, ‘‘O2’’, ‘‘O1’’, ‘‘X’’, ‘‘AF7’’, 
‘‘AF8’’, ‘‘F5’’, ‘‘F6’’, ‘‘FT7’’, ‘‘FT8’’, ‘‘FPZ’’, ‘‘FC4’’, ‘‘FC3’’, ‘‘C6’’, ‘‘C5’’, 
‘‘F2’’, ‘‘F1’’, ‘‘TP8’’, ‘‘TP7’’, ‘‘AFZ’’, ‘‘CP3’’, ‘‘CP4’’, ‘‘P5’’, ‘‘P6’’, ‘‘C1’’, 
‘‘C2’’,‘‘PO7’’, ‘‘PO8’’, ‘‘FCZ’’, ‘‘POZ’’, ‘‘OZ’’, ‘‘P2’’, ‘‘P1’’, ‘‘CPZ’’, ‘‘nd’’ and 
‘‘Y’’”. Electrodes X and Y are considered to be EOG signals, while nd are reference 
electrodes. The nd will beeliminated in this analysis. Therefore, features will 
beobtained from 63 channels.As indicated in figure 1 
 
 

 
 
                                    Figure 1    system of electrode placement  
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In this paper  using 13 channel  like(FPZ,APZ,FZ,FCz,Cz, C1,C2,C3, 
C4,FC1,FC2,FC3,FC4) this channel  refer to optimal channel. The block diagram 
representation is shown in figure2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                             Figure 2  diagram of proposed search   
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There are many types of l graph entropy calculationapproaches according to edges or 
vertex[17 ]The presented paperknows graph entropy (GE) with the formula of 
Shannon’s entropy [XXI] . show figure 2 
 

     (1) 
 
Sample entropy has been suggested via Moorman and Richman [XVI] It was utilized 
for the purpose of measuring complexity of alcoholic EEG[XXII].The algorithm of 
sample entropy was applied in the presented paper for estimating the Sample entropy 
that is available in Physione web-site 
(http://www.physionet.org/physiotools/sampen/). There are 3 input parameters in 
sample entropy algorithm  (1) m: embedded dimension, (2) r: similarity criterion, (3) 
n: time series length. As displayed in figure 3 
 
Sample entropy could be specified in the equation 2 

     (2) 
 
Where  

     (3) 
 

 
 
Figure 3 sample entropy and graph entropy with 13 channel  of  alcoholic  and control 

subject 
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Classifiers 
 
After that, the computed features will be fed to the classifier for the purpose of 
classification between different states of the brain of human. We utilizedthese 
classifiers in our study. 
 
Naïve Bayes: It depends on the Bayes theory, also it does make astatement that all the 
attributes of certain class is independent of values of other attributes. Class 
conditional independence depends on this statement. 
 
SVM classifier: SVMs are the optimum state of the art classifier which have lowin 
comparison to other classifiers such as fuzzy classifiers and neural networks. 
SVMsdepends on finding hyper plane that have the ability of classifying data to 
distinct classes with a potential for maximummargin. Linear SVMscould classify the 
non-linear classification tasksthrough the use of kernel trick with limited increase in 
the complexity. There are various benefits in the classifiers of SVM, such as., less 
parameters tuned in manual way, insensitive to overtraining, margin maximization, 
and so on. 
 
Logistic Regression: That depends on statistical modeling approach. For example, 
probability P1 of any dichotomous outcome event could be associated to self-
explanatory variables of particular form in equation  
 

 

Where 𝛽   is called intercept and  
  𝛽

, 𝛽 , 𝛽 … … … . . 𝛽  are the coefficients that are 

related with certain explanatory variables 𝑥 , 𝑥 … … … . 𝑥  
 
K-Nearest Neighbour (K-NN): Can be considered asan algorithm that is chosen for 
conducting binary classification, the algorithm is conventional pattern recognition 
approach, that is statistical supervised classification. The main thought is that certain 
new testdata t, algorithm acquires the K_ NN from training set depending on distance 
between training set and t. The most dominated class among the K neighbours is 
allocated as class of t as displayed in figure4 refers to c KNN and SVM  as classifier . 
The classification accuracy acquired with a lot of processes are showed in Table I.  
From the presented table, SVMs offer optimum results in comparison to KNN, 
Logistic Regression, and Naive Bayes. 
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Figure 4 classification with SVM and KNN 

 
 

TABLE 1 Classification Results for alcoholic  EEG signals 
 

Classifier  type 
 

# of channels  Accuracy  

Naïve Bayes 
 

13 80.1% 

SVM 
 

13 92.5% 

 
Logistic Regression 

13 73.7% 

 
KNN  

13 90.3% 

 
IV.   Conclusions 

The signals of the brain imitate the control behavior and handled actions of 
the brain or the impact of collectedinformation from other parts of the body either 
sensing or internal organs. In this paper, we used UCI KDD as data set . we applied   
nonlinear features e.g., Sample entropy and , the graph entropy (GE) with Shannon’s 
entropy  are computed features have the ability of classifying between control and  
alcoholic  subject   of human brain. the Naiva Bayes , SVM, Logistic Regression  and 
KNN as classifier , SVM classifier produced much better results in comparison to 
other classifiers. 
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